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We present limits on sterile neutrino mixing using 4,438 live-days of atmospheric neutrino data from the
Super-Kamiokande experiment. We search for fast oscillations driven by an eV2-scale mass splitting and
for oscillations into sterile neutrinos instead of tau neutrinos at the atmospheric mass splitting. When
performing both of these searches we assume that the sterile mass splitting is large, allowing
sin2ðΔm2L=4EÞ to be approximated as 0.5, and we assume that there is no mixing between electron
neutrinos and sterile neutrinos (jUe4j2 ¼ 0). No evidence of sterile oscillations is seen and we limit jUμ4j2
to less than 0.041 and jUτ4j2 to less than 0.18 for Δm2 > 0.1 eV2 at the 90% C.L. in a 3þ 1 framework.
The approximations that can be made with atmospheric neutrinos allow these limits to be easily applied to
3þ N models, and we provide our results in a generic format to allow comparisons with other sterile
neutrino models.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.91.052019 PACS numbers: 14.60.St, 14.60.Pq
I. INTRODUCTION
The flavor oscillations of massive neutrinos have been
well established by a wide range of experiments looking at
the disappearance of neutrinos produced in the atmosphere
[1,2], in the Sun [3–8], in nuclear reactors [9–12], and at
particle accelerators [13–15] where recently the appearance
of electron and tau neutrinos were observed in primarily
muon neutrino samples [16–18]. The evidence from these
experiments suggests two independent neutrino mass
differences, an “atmospheric” Δm2 ≈ 3 × 10−3 eV2 and a
“solar” Δm2 ≈ 7 × 10−5 eV2, requiring that three neutrinos
are participating in oscillations. Experiments at the Large
Electron-Positron collider (LEP) also probed the number of
neutrinos using the width of the Z0 mass peak, which
depends on the number of neutrino flavors into which a Z0
can decay. A combined analysis of all the LEP data
measured 2.980 0.0082 light neutrino families [19].
However, not all neutrino experiments are consistent
with this three-flavor picture; several hints of another,
larger mass splitting have appeared. The LSND experiment
observed ν¯e appearance in a ν¯μ beam consistent with two-
flavor oscillations with Δm2 ≈ 1 eV2 [20]. The later
MiniBooNE experiment saw some possible signs of ν¯μ →
ν¯e as well as νμ → νe oscillations at a similar Δm2 [21].
Additional anomalies appear in experiments looking at
intense ν¯e and νe sources at distances too short for standard
oscillations: a lower rate of ν¯e ’s than predicted was seen at
several reactor experiments [22,23], and the rate of νe ’s
from 51Cr and 37Ar calibration sources at gallium-based
solar neutrino experiments was 3σ lower than the expected
rate [24–28]. Both of these hints are consistent with
oscillations driven by a Δm2 > 1 eV2 [29]. In order for
the interpretation of these measurements to coexist with
the well-established solar and atmospheric mass splittings,
at least one additional neutrino must be introduced. The
LEP measurements further require that any additional
neutrinos either be heavier than half the Z0 mass, which
wouldmake it difficult for them to participate in oscillations,
or not couple to the Z0 boson, and hence not participate
in weak interactions. These noninteracting neutrinos are
called “sterile.”
Cosmological measurements are also sensitive to the
number of neutrinos, albeit in a model-dependent way, by
identifying the neutrinos as the relativistic species present
in the early universe. Recent measurements are generally
consistent with an effective number of neutrinos a little
above three, but not excluding four [30–33].
If all of the hints and anomalies are interpreted as
consistent evidence of a single additional sterile neutrino
(called the “3þ 1” model), they require a νμ disappearance
signal with a similarΔm2, which has not been seen in short-
baseline νμ disappearance experiments like CCFR [34] or
MiniBooNE and SciBooNE [35], or in the long-baseline
experiment, MINOS [36]. Consequently, 3þ 1 models fit
the combined global oscillation data poorly. Theories with
additional sterile neutrinos (3þ 2, 3þ 3, 1þ 3þ 1) have
been investigated without a clear consensus interpretation
of the experimental data [29,37,38].
The Super-Kamiokande (Super-K, SK) atmospheric data
sample can provide a useful constraint on sterile neutrinos
across a wide variety of proposed sterile neutrino models.
The atmospheric neutrino sample covers a wide range in
both energy, E, and distance traveled, L. The signatures of*Deceased.
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sterile neutrino oscillations in SK data are valid over a
range of mass splittings relevant to previous hints and the
limits set in the 3þ 1 framework can be readily extended to
models with more than one sterile neutrino.
II. THE SUPER-KAMIOKANDE EXPERIMENT
Super-Kamiokande is a cylindrical, underground, water-
Cherenkov detector, 41.4 m in height and 39.3 m in
diameter. It is arranged into two optically separated regions.
The inner detector (ID) is instrumented with 11,129
twenty-inch photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) [39] and an
active-veto outer detector (OD) instrumented with 1,885
eight-inch PMTs, both filled with ultra-pure water. A
fiducial volume is defined 2 m from the walls of the ID
and has a mass of 22.5 kton.
Neutrinos are detected by observing the Cherenkov
radiation from the highly relativistic charged particles
produced in neutrino-nucleus interactions. The charged
particles must have a velocity greater than the speed of
light in water, introducing a total energy threshold which
depends on particle mass: 780 keV for electrons, 160 MeV
for muons, and 212 MeV for charged pions. The particles
radiate Cherenkov photons in a cone (42° in water for
particles with velocity close to c) as long as the particle is
above threshold, producing a circular pattern of light which
is projected onto the wall of the detector. Particles which
stop inside the detector produce a ring while those that
exit produce a filled circle. The timing of the Cherenkov
light allows the vertex to be reconstructed, and the
direction of travel of the particle is estimated from the
vertex and the Cherenkov ring pattern. More energetic
particles typically produce more total light. Particle types
are identified based on the pattern of the hits making up
the ring. Electrons and photons produce electromagnetic
showers which create many overlapping rings and appear
as a single ring with a fuzzy edge. Nonshowering
particles (muons, pions, protons) produce concentric light
cones as they travel and appear as a single ring with a
sharp outer boundary.
The neutrino oscillation probability depends on the
initial neutrino flavor, the distance the neutrino travels,
L, and the neutrino energy, E. We separate our data into
samples with enhanced νμ or νe flavor content and bin it
using observables correlated with L and E. Instead of
distance, we bin the data in zenith angle, cos θz, defined as
the angle between the event direction and the downward
vertical direction. The neutrinos with the shortest path
lengths are downward-going (cos θz near 1) and the
neutrinos with the longest path lengths are upward-going
(cos θz near −1). The simulation which predicts the number
of neutrino events in each bin includes a distribution of
neutrino production heights based on a model of the
atmosphere described in more detail in [40]. This range
of production heights introduces a smearing of the
oscillation probability for a given zenith angle for
downward-going and horizontal events but is negligible
for upward-going events which cross most of the Earth. For
events with one visible ring, we bin in momentum and for
multiring events we bin in visible energy, defined as the
energy of an electron that would produce the total amount
of light observed in the detector.
III. DATA SAMPLE
Super-K has had four run periods, summarized in
Table I, with a total exposure 4,438 live-days which are
each considered separately in the simulation and analysis.
The previous atmospheric neutrino oscillation paper
[41] included only the first three run periods. The current
period, SK-IV, began with the installation of new front-end
electronics (QTC Based Electronics with Ethernet, QBEE)
whose key component is a new high-speed charge-to-time
converter (QTC) ASIC [42]. The SK-IV data continues to
be accumulated, but this analysis includes only data taken
until September, 2013.
There are three basic event topologies used in the
atmospheric neutrino analysis which cover different neu-
trino energies (plotted in Fig. 1). The fully contained (FC)
sample includes events with vertices inside the fiducial
volume and which stop before leaving the inner detector. It
is the lowest-energy sample ranging from a few hundred
MeVup to about 10 GeV. These events have the best energy
resolution since all of the energy is contained within the
detector. However, they also have the worst direction
resolution (from 12° to 100°, depending on energy
[43,44]) since the outgoing lepton direction is less
correlated with the incoming neutrino direction. In the
oscillation analysis, the FC sample is divided into 13
subsamples, categorized based on visible energy into
sub-GeV, below 1.33 GeV, and multi-GeV, above
1.33 GeV. The FC subsamples are then binned in energy
and cos θz, though a few sub-GeV subsamples with
particularly poor direction resolution have only a single
TABLE I. Summary of the four SK data-taking periods. The
photocoverage was reduced during SK-II due to an accident in
2001. SK-IV data taking is continuing, but this analysis includes
only data taken until September, 2013. The difference of live-
times between FC/PC and UP-μ is due to the insensitivity of the
UP-μ reduction to noise such as “flasher” PMTs. Unlike the UP-μ
reduction, the FC and PC reductions exclude data close in time to
known flashing PMTs to avoid including fake events, reducing
the total livetime for those samples.
Live-days Photo-
coverage (%)FC/PC UP-μ
SK-I 1996–2001 1,489 1,646 40
SK-II 2002–2005 799 828 19
SK-III 2006–2008 518 635 40
SK-IV 2008–2013 1,632 1,632 40
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cos θz bin. Details of which bins are used in which
subsample are shown in Table II. The sub-GeV events are
categorized into μ-like, e-like, and neutral-current π0-like
samples. The μ- and e-like subsamples are further divided
by number of decay electrons, which can signify the
presence of a charged pion produced below Cherenkov
threshold and thus help isolate neutral-current (NC)
backgrounds. The multi-GeV subsamples are split into
μ-like and e-like, with the e-like events divided into νe-like
and ν¯e-like. The FC sample selection techniques are
described in greater detail in [41].
The partially contained (PC) sample contains events that
have vertices in the fiducial volume, but produce leptons
that leave the inner detector. They have long tracks and so
are almost exclusively from νμ interactions and range in
energy from a few GeV up to tens of GeV. These events
have better direction resolution (9°–16° [43]) than FC
events due to their higher energy, but worse energy
resolution since the exiting muon carries some energy
out of the detector. They are divided into two subsamples
based on their energy deposition in the OD: stopping,
which stop in the outer detector, and through-going, which
pass through the outer detector out into the rock [2]. They
are binned in both visible energy (based on light observed
in the ID) and cos θz.
Up-going muon (UP-μ) events contain muons that start
in the surrounding rock and then enter and pass through the
outer detector into the inner detector. This subsample also
starts at a few GeV but extends up to hundreds of TeV.
These events are only included if they are up-going, where
the bulk of the Earth has shielded the detector from the
otherwise overwhelming cosmic-ray muon background.
They are split into the lower-energy stopping (stops in
the inner detector) and the higher-energy through-going
(exits out the far side of the detector) subsamples. The
through-going events are further subdivided into nonshow-
ering (minimum-ionizing) and showering subsamples
based on the method described in [46]. The critical energy
at which the muon’s energy loss by radiative processes
(primarily pair production and bremsstrahlung) equals
energy loss by ionization is 900 GeV [45] so evidence
of showering allows us to select a sample with higher
average energy despite an unknown fraction of the muon’s
energy being deposited in the rock before reaching and
after leaving the detector. The UP-μ through-going sub-
samples are binned only in cos θz since the measured
energy is only a rough lower bound on the initial neutrino
energy.
A summary of all the event samples used in this analysis,
including the binning used, the number of observed events,
and the number of events predicted by simulation, is shown
in Table II.
Several improvements to the simulation have been
included since the last atmospheric neutrino oscillation
publication [41]. The neutrino interaction generator, NEUT
[47], includes an updated tau-neutrino cross section and a
more accurate calculation of the NC elastic scattering cross
section [48]. This version also includes an improved model
of photon emission from excited nuclei based on recent
experimental data [49,50] and improved spectroscopic
factor simulation [51]. The pion interaction model was
also improved: interaction probabilities were tuned to
existing pion scattering data [52], particularly at low
momentum, < 500 GeV=n, while at higher momenta the
model, including both interaction probabilities and kin-
ematics, was updated to the SAID partial wave analysis of
world data [53–55]. In all energy regimes, nucleon ejection
after pion absorption in the nucleus was implemented with
multiplicity determined by data in [56] and the kinematics
of the two-body ejection modeled with the data-based
parametrization in [57].
The detector simulation includes a model of the new
electronics and software triggers as well as an updated
tuning of the PMT response in the ID. Improved models
of the PMT geometry and reflective Tyvek surfaces, as
well as tube-by-tube dark noise rates and saturation curves
based on in situ measurements have been implemented
into the OD simulation. Additionally, low momentum
pion interactions in the water are now simulated using
the pion interaction model from NEUT. The atmospheric
neutrino flux model is taken from [58]. The momentum
reconstruction algorithms have also been updated with
some minor improvements. More details on the event
generator, Monte Carlo simulation (MC) and reconstruction
can be found in [40] and more details on the recent
improvements can be found in [59].
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FIG. 1 (color online). The true energy distribution from
simulation without oscillations of the fully contained (sub-
GeV and multi-GeV), partially contained (stopping and
through-going), and up-going muon (stopping, through-going
nonshowering, and through-going showering) samples.
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IV. STERILE NEUTRINO PHENOMENOLOGY
The neutrino oscillation probabilities in this analysis are
based on the framework developed in [60]. With N addi-
tional sterile neutrinos, the Pontecorvo–Maki–Nakagawa–
Sakata (PMNS) mixing matrix [61,62] must be expanded to
a ð3þ NÞ × ð3þ NÞ matrix:
U ¼
0
BBBBBBB@
Ue1 Ue2 Ue3 Ue4   
Uμ1 Uμ2 Uμ3 Uμ4   
Uτ1 Uτ2 Uτ3 Uτ4   
Us1 Us2 Us3 Us4   
..
. ..
. ..
. ..
. . .
.
1
CCCCCCCA
: ð4:1Þ
This larger mixing matrix then appears in the completely
generic 3þ N Hamiltonian,
H ¼ UMð3þNÞU† þ Ve þ Vs: ð4:2Þ
The matrix Mð3þNÞ is the neutrino mass matrix,
Mð3þNÞ ¼ 1
2E
diagð0;Δm221;…;Δm2ð3þNÞ1Þ; ð4:3Þ
which also depends on the neutrino energy E. Ve and Vs
are the potentials experienced by the electron and sterile
neutrinos respectively,
Ve ¼ ðGF=
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
Þdiagð2Ne; 0;…Þ ð4:4Þ
Vs ¼ ðGF=
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
Þdiagð0; 0; 0; Nn; Nn;…Þ ð4:5Þ
which depend on Fermi’s constant, GF, and the average
electron and neutron densities along the neutrino path, Ne
TABLE II. Summary of the atmospheric neutrino data and simulated event samples. The oscillated MC has been calculated assuming
three-flavor mixing with Δm232 ¼ 2.51 × 10−3 eV2, Δm221 ¼ 7.46 × 10−5 eV2, sin2ðθ12Þ ¼ 0.305, sin2ð2θ13Þ ¼ 0.095, sin2ðθ23Þ ¼
0.514 [3,15,45]. Visible energy is defined as the energy of an electron required to produce all the Cherenkov light seen in the event. The
distribution of 0-, 1-, and 2-decay electron μ-like subsamples changes significantly in SK-IV compared to earlier periods due to the
improved decay-e tagging efficiency of the upgraded electronics. The fraction of UP-μ events classified as showering in the SK-IV data
is large relative to SK-I due to the slow increase in the gain of the PMTs over time.
Energy bins cos θz bins
SK-I SK-II SK-III SK-IV
Data MC Data MC Data MC Data MC
Fully contained (FC) sub-GeV
e-like, single ring
0 decay-e 5e momentum 10 in ½−1; 1 2987 2975.2 1573 1549.1 1091 1052.2 3074 3126.0
1 decay-e 5e momentum 301 310.5 172 170.3 118 108.8 402 333.8
μ-like, single ring
0 decay-e 5μ momentum 10 in ½−1; 1 1025 974.1 561 534.5 336 338.1 583 592.8
1 decay-e 5μ momentum 10 in ½−1; 1 2012 2042.1 1037 1068.4 742 735.0 2767 2741.2
2 decay-e 5μ momentum 147 145.4 86 76.7 61 60.7 245 255.0
π0-like
Single ring 5e momentum 181 183.6 111 109.1 59 60.7 194 167.7
Two-ring 5π0 momentum 493 492.4 251 265.8 171 175.3 548 546.3
Fully contained (FC) multi-GeV
Single ring
νe-like 4e momentum 10 in ½−1; 1 191 170.3 79 82.4 68 59.8 238 221.3
ν¯e-like 4e momentum 10 in ½−1; 1 665 664.4 317 338.2 206 230.3 626 641.3
μ-like 2μ momentum 10 in ½−1; 1 712 730.5 400 384.1 238 250.5 788 794.4
Multiring
νe-like 3 visible energy 10 in ½−1; 1 216 222.2 143 138.3 65 77.3 269 267.5
ν¯e-like 3 visible energy 10 in ½−1; 1 227 224.3 134 132.4 80 76.9 275 264.8
μ-like 4 visible energy 10 in ½−1; 1 603 596.4 337 328.7 228 219.6 694 705.3
Partially contained (PC)
Stopping 2 visible energy 10 in ½−1; 1 143 144.4 77 73.2 54 55.4 188 187.9
Through-going 4 visible energy 10 in ½−1; 1 759 777.3 350 370.1 290 306.0 919 948.4
Upward-going muons (UP-μ)
Stopping 3 visible energy 10 in ½−1; 0 432 444.7 206 216.2 194 172.1 416 417.1
Through-going
Nonshowering 10 in ½−1; 0 1564 1532.4 726 741.4 613 569.5 1467 1435.8
Showering 10 in ½−1; 0 272 325.0 110 117.1 110 142.7 446 393.1
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and Nn, respectively. Depending on their type, neutrinos
experience one of three different potentials: νe’s have
charged-current (CC) interactions with electrons and
neutral-current (NC) interactions with electrons and nucle-
ons, νμ’s and ντ’s have only NC interactions, and any νs’s
have no interactions. The NC interactions depend only on
the neutron density because the Z0 couplings to electrons
and protons are equal and opposite and their densities are
identical in neutral matter. The factor of two between Ne
and Nn comes from the difference between the two currents
in the standard model. We have taken advantage of the
freedom to arbitrarily set the zero of the potential energy to
define lack of NC interactions as a potential experienced by
the sterile neutrinos.
In order to simplify the calculation in the analysis of
atmospheric neutrino data, we introduce a few assumptions.
We assume the sterile mass splittings are sufficiently large
that oscillations in all samples are “fast” and the L=E term,
sin2ðΔm2L=4EÞ, can be approximated as hsin2i ¼ 0.5. For
the SK data, this assumption is good for Δm2 > 10−1 eV2.
The complex phases introduced by the additional neutrinos
are also neglected in this treatment since they were shown
in [60] to have a negligible impact on the atmospheric
neutrino sample. We also assume that there are no νe − νs
oscillations. While hints of these jUe4j2-driven oscillations
have been seen in short-baseline νe=ν¯e disappearance [22],
SK is not very sensitive to this parameter. We estimate that
allowing nonzero jUe4j2 values of the size allowed by these
other experiments reduces SK’s sensitivity to jUμ4j2 by
between 3% and 40%, depending on which experiment is
used and what Δm2 value is assumed. In order to avoid
introducing a complex multiexperiment fit, we assume
jUe4j2 ¼ 0. All of these assumptions are discussed further
in Appendix B.
The assumptions are chosen to eliminate features in the
oscillation probability to which the atmospheric neutrinos
are not sensitive and focus only on the parameters that can
be measured. The assumptions do not generally limit the
applicability of the results (e.g. results can be compared
against experiments where different assumptions are made
in the theory) except in certain specific cases like the valid
range of Δm2 ’s discussed in Appendix B.
We then define
dμ ¼
X
i≥4
jUμij2 ð4:6Þ
and divide the mixing matrix U into a standard neutrino
model part with only the 3 × 3 UPMNS surrounded by zeros
and an ð3þ NÞ × ð3þ NÞ sterile part, ~U:
U ¼

UPMNS 0
0 0

~U: ð4:7Þ
With these assumptions and definitions, we can calculate
the νμ=νe oscillation probabilities following the method
of [60],
Pee ¼ ~Pee; ð4:8Þ
Peμ ¼ ð1 − dμÞ ~Peμ; ð4:9Þ
Pμe ¼ ð1 − dμÞ ~Pμe; ð4:10Þ
Pμμ ¼ ð1 − dμÞ2 ~Pμμ þ
X
i≥4
jUμij4; ð4:11Þ
where ~Pαβ is the probability derived from a three-neutrino
Hamiltonian,
~H ¼ UPMNSMð3ÞU†PMNS þ Ve
 GFNnﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
X
α¼sterile
0
B@
0 0 0
0 j ~Uα2j2 ~Uα2 ~Uα3
0 ~Uα2 ~U

α3 j ~Uα2j2
1
CA; ð4:12Þ
where the first term is the standard neutrino Hamiltonian in
vacuum, the second term is the matter potential in the Earth
from νeCC interactions, and the third term gives the
component of the sterile matter potential which is rotated
into the three active flavors by the sterile mixing matrix ~U.
The scale of the sterile potential is set by Fermi’s constant
GF and the average neutron density along the neutrino’s
path Nn, calculated using the four-layer PREM model of
the density profile of the Earth [63]. Equations (4.8)–(4.11)
and Eq. (4.12) show that there are two dominant signatures
introduced by sterile neutrino mixing. The first is the
reduction of the νμ survival probability at all lengths and
energies from the ð1 − dμÞ2 term in Eq. (4.11). The second
signature is the distortion of the oscillation probabilities
when passing through significant amounts of matter due to
the matter effects proportional to Nn in Eq. (4.12).
It is not feasible to calculate the oscillation probabilities
generated by generic 3þ N models since there are too
many free parameters introduced into ~H by the sum over
several α’s: as many as 2N magnitudes and N phases. So,
following the technique of [60], we reduce the parameter
space by introducing further approximations. These
approximations will allow us to perform the fit in the
simpler 3þ 1 case, described below, and then extend those
results into more generic 3þ N models in Sec. VI.
We examine two approximations, appropriate in differ-
ent circumstances: the no-νe approximation which assumes
electron neutrinos are fully decoupled from μ − τ − s
oscillations, and the sterile vacuum approximation which
includes νe appearance via standard three-neutrino oscil-
lations but assumes no sterile matter effects by setting
the neutron density in the Earth to be zero. The former
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approximation includes both sterile oscillation signatures
but produces a biased estimate of dμ while the latter is only
sensitive to the dμ signature, but produces an unbiased
estimate of it.
Note that in both of the 3þ 1 approximations, one
explicit parameter has already been eliminated because
dμ ¼ jUμ4j2 and
P jUμij4 ¼ d2μ ¼ jUμ4j4. In the following
sections we will use jUμ4j2, but will return to using dμ
in Sec. VI.
A. No-νe oscillation probabilities
The νe’s are fully decoupled from oscillations by setting
θ13 ¼ θ12 ¼ 0, which allows Eq. (4.12) to be reduced to a
two-level system:
~H ¼ Δm
2
32
4E
− cos 2θ23 sin 2θ23
sin 2θ23 cos 2θ23

 GFNnﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
 j ~Us2j2 ~Us2 ~Us3
~Us2 ~U

s3 j ~Us3j2

: ð4:13Þ
Noting that the second matrix is Hermitian, it can be
diagonalized and then parametrized by one real eigenvalue,
As, and one angle, θs,
GFNnﬃﬃﬃ
2
p As

− cos 2θs sin 2θs
sin 2θs cos 2θs

; ð4:14Þ
which in the 3þ 1 model can be expressed in terms of the
only two independent sterile matrix elements, jUμ4j2 and
jUτ4j2:
As ¼
ðjUμ4j2 þ jUτ4j2Þ
2
; ð4:15Þ
sin 2θs ¼
2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
jUμ4j2jUτ4j2ð1 − jUμ4j2 − jUτ4j2Þ
q
ð1 − jUμ4j2ÞðjUμ4j2 þ jUτ4j2Þ
; ð4:16Þ
cos 2θs ¼
jUτ4j2 − jUμ4j2ð1 − jUμ4j2 − jUτ4j2Þ
ð1 − jUμ4j2ÞðjUμ4j2 þ jUτ4j2Þ
: ð4:17Þ
The complete system, which is itself Hermitian as the sum
of two Hermitian matrices, can also be diagonalized to
produce new effective two-neutrino oscillation probabil-
ities which are a function of the atmospheric mixing
parameters and the sterile parameters above:
E2m ¼ A232 þ A2s þ 2A32As cosð2θ23 − 2θsÞ; ð4:18Þ
sin 2θm ¼
A32 sinð2θ23Þ þ As sinð2θsÞ
Em
; ð4:19Þ
cos 2θm ¼
A32 cosð2θ23Þ þ As cosð2θsÞ
Em
; ð4:20Þ
whereEm are the eigenvalues of the new system, θm is the
new mixing angle, and A32 ¼ Δm232=4E is the magnitude
of the eigenvalue of the Hamiltonian for two-flavor
oscillations in the atmospheric sector without any sterile
neutrinos.
Pulling together these pieces, the oscillation probabilities
in the no-νe approximation are
Pee ¼ 1; ð4:21Þ
Peμ ¼ Pμe ¼ 0; ð4:22Þ
Pμμ ¼ ð1 − jUμ4j2Þ2ð1 − sin2ð2θmÞsin2ðEmLÞÞ
þ jUμ4j4; ð4:23Þ
Pμτ ¼ ð2As þ 2AsjUμ4j2 − jUμ4j4 − 1Þ
× ð1 − sin2ð2θmÞsin2ðEmLÞÞ
− ð1 − jUμ4j2ÞAs sinð2θsÞ sinð4θmÞsin2ðEmLÞ
þ ð1 − jUμ4j2Þð1þ jUμ4j2 − 2AsÞ; ð4:24Þ
PNCα ¼ Pαe þ Pαμ þ Pατ; ð4:25Þ
where PNCα is the probability for a να to remain any active
species and is applied to the NC events in our simulation.
Note that these probabilities depend on jUμ4j2, As, and θs,
which in turn depend only on jUμ4j2 and jUτ4j2 (plus the
atmospheric oscillation parameters). The main signature of
jUμ4j2 is the reduction in the survival probability of νμ ’s
due to fast oscillations introduced by the ð1 − jUμ4j2Þ2
coefficient in Eq. (4.23). The primary effect of jUτ4j2
comes through As which scales the size of the sterile matter
effects in the matter Hamiltonian, as can be seen in
Eq. (4.14). A nonzero jUτ4j2 also makes θs nonzero, which
enhances the matter effects further. While jUμ4j2 also
contributes to As, for densities available on Earth the fast
oscillation effect is always much stronger than the matter
effect, so any measurement of jUμ4j2 will come primarily
from fast oscillations. If, however, sterile matter effects are
seen without accompanying fast oscillations, then that must
be caused by jUτ4j2. The effects of both jUμ4j2 and jUτ4j2
on the νμ survival probability vs zenith angle and energy in
SK are shown in Fig. 2.
Since the signature of nonzero jUμ4j2 is a lower νμ
survival probability independent of distance and energy, it
manifests itself in the atmospheric neutrino data as a
reduction in the normalization of all the μ-like samples.
Since there are significant systematic uncertainties on the
absolute neutrino flux but much smaller uncertainties on
the relative flux of νμ ’s to νe’s, the constraint on the μ-like
normalization depends on the normalization of the e-like
samples. While the νe appearance signal is not very large
(approximately 7% of the multi-GeV νe samples),
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completely ignoring it does introduce a bias towards lower
measured jUμ4j2.
The sterile matter effect signature, on the other hand,
changes the shape of the zenith distribution in the PC and
UP-μ samples. Consequently, it is not dependent on the νe
samples to control systematic uncertainties and so is not
biased by the no-νe assumption. The sterile matter effects
alter the zenith distribution since the sterile term in
Eq. (4.13) is enhanced by the high average Nn experienced
by the most upward-going neutrinos that pass through the
core of the Earth. The distortion is most pronounced in the
higher-energy samples because the large neutrino energy E
suppresses the standard model part of ~H.
B. Sterile vacuum oscillation probabilities
Under the alternative sterile vacuum assumption, Nn in
Eq. (4.12) goes to 0, so ~H → HSM and the sterile neutrinos
experience only vacuum oscillations. (This assumption is
also called the “hydrogen-Earth” approximation in [29].)
Then, the ~Pαβ terms in Eqs. (4.8)–(4.11) become the
standard, three-flavor oscillation probabilities, Pð3Þαβ , which
are calculated following [64], consistent with previous SK
analyses. Then, the oscillation probabilities can be recalcu-
lated as
Pee ¼ Pð3Þee ; ð4:26Þ
Peμ ¼ ð1 − jUμ4j2ÞPð3Þeμ ; ð4:27Þ
Pμe ¼ ð1 − jUμ4j2ÞPð3Þμe ; ð4:28Þ
Pμμ ¼ ð1 − jUμ4j2Þ2Pð3Þμμ þ jUμ4j4; ð4:29Þ
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FIG. 2 (color online). (a) The νμ survival probability without sterile neutrinos, plotted versus zenith angle and neutrino energy. This
includes the standard νeCC matter effect, which creates the distortion around a few GeV in the most upward-going zenith angles (cos θz
near −1), which correspond to neutrinos that pass through the core of the Earth. (b) The νμ survival probability calculated using the no-νe
approximation with jUμ4j2 ¼ 0.0018 and jUτ4j2 ¼ 0.33. The distortion due to the νeCC matter effects is gone, but there is now a more
pronounced distortion introduced by the sterile matter effects which reduces the amount of νμ disappearance for the most upward-going
bins in the 10’s of GeV region. There is also a small amount of extra disappearance away from the standard oscillations introduced by the
nonzero jUμ4j2 which is most visible in the slight darkening of the upper-right part of the plot corresponding to the higher energy
downward-going events (cos θz near 1).
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FIG. 3 (color online). The νμ survival probability without sterile
neutrinos (black) and with jUμ4j2 ¼ 0.058 (red), calculated using
the sterile vacuum oscillation probability, plotted versus L=E.
The oscillation probability is not unique for a given L=E since the
νeCC matter effect dependence on L and E is more complicated.
So, many points corresponding to simulated neutrino events are
plotted versus L=E, but with oscillation probabilities calculated
using the individual simulated L andE values, to show the band of
possible oscillation probabilities. While the standard atmospheric
oscillation pattern and the smaller variation due to νeCC matter
effects are persistent, introducing a sterile neutrino reduces the
maximum survival probability at all values of L=E. The effect is
most visible in regions without standard atmospheric oscillations.
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Pμτ ¼ ð1 − jUμ4j2Þð1 − Pð3Þμμ Þ; ð4:30Þ
PNCα ¼ Pαe þ Pαμ þ Pατ; ð4:31Þ
where Pð3Þαβ is the standard three-flavor oscillation proba-
bility and PNCα gives the survival probability for NC
events. Figure 3 shows the effect of a nonzero jUμ4j2 on
the νμ survival probability as a function of L=E in the
atmospheric sample.
Since the νe appearance is included in this approxima-
tion, there is no bias introduced in the estimation of jUμ4j2.
However, without the sterile matter effects, there is no
sensitivity to jUτ4j2.
V. OSCILLATION ANALYSES WITH ONE
STERILE NEUTRINO
The data samples described in Sec. III are fit simulta-
neously to search for evidence of sterile neutrinos using the
same technique as in [41] with some updates, including
adding the SK-IV data and updating some systematic
uncertainties. Each run period, SK-I, SK-II, SK-III, and
SK-IV, has its own 500 years-equivalent sample of MC to
reflect the different physical and operational conditions
during the four run periods.
The oscillation fit minimizes a “pulled” χ2 [65] which
compares the MC expectation for a particular set of
oscillation parameters with the data based on a Poisson
probability distribution:
χ2 ¼ 2
X
i
X
n
~ESKni ð~θ; ~ϵÞ −
X
n
OSKni
þ
X
n
OSKni ln
P
nO
SKn
iP
n
~ESKni ð~θ; ~ϵÞ

þ χ2penaltyð~ϵÞ; ð5:1Þ
where n indexes the four SK run periods, i indexes the
analysis bins,OSKni is the number of observed events in bin
i during SKn, and ~ESKni ð~θ; ~ϵÞ is the MC expectation in bin i
in SKn with the oscillation parameters being tested, ~θ, and
systematic parameters, ~ϵ. The data and expectation are
divided into 480 bins of cos θz and/or energy, depending on
sample, as detailed in Table II. The binning has been
chosen to ensure enough events are in each bin to have a
stable χ2 calculation. While the expectation in each bin is
calculated separately for each run period, the four run
periods are summed together for the comparison between
data and MC.
The effects of the systematic errors on the expectation
are approximated as linear:
~ESKni ð~θ; ~ϵÞ ¼ ESKni ð~θÞ

1þ
X
j
fSKni;j
ϵj
σj

; ð5:2Þ
where j indexes the systematic errors, ESKni ð~θÞ is the MC
expectation in bin i in SKn without systematic shifts, and
fSKni;j is the fractional change in bin i in SKn due to σj, the
1-sigma change in systematic j. The constraints on these
parameters are included as a penalty term in Eq. (5.1):
χ2penaltyð~ϵÞ ¼
X
j

ϵj
σj

2
: ð5:3Þ
The two analyses consider 155 systematic error param-
eters; some of them are common to all four SK run periods
and some are calculated separately and treated as indepen-
dent for each period. The common errors include
uncertainties in the atmospheric neutrino flux, neutrino
interaction cross sections, particle production within nuclei,
and the standard PMNS oscillation parameters. They come
from the Honda flux calculation [58], external neutrino
interaction measurements as well as model comparisons,
and other oscillation measurements, respectively. For these
uncertainties, fSKni;j is the same in SK-I, SK-II, SK-III, and
SK-IV. The period-specific errors are generally related to
detector performance: uncertainties on reconstruction, par-
ticle identification, energy scale, and fiducial volume differ
between run periods since they depend on the specific
geometry and hardware of the detector, which are deter-
mined using control samples and simulation studies. For
these uncertainties, fSKni;j will be nonzero in one run period
and zero in all the others. All the systematic uncertainties
and their sizes are listed in Appendix D.
Equation (5.1) is minimized with respect to ~ϵ for each
choice of ~θ in a fit’s parameter space. A set of linear
equations in the ϵj’s are derived from Eq. (5.1) using the
fact that the derivative ∂χ2=∂ϵi is zero at the minimum [65].
These equations can then be solved iteratively to find the
minimum profile likelihood for that set of oscillation
parameters, building up a map of χ2 vs ~θ. The best fit
point is defined as the global minimum of this map. Tests
performed with high-statistics simulation, both without and
with simulated sterile neutrino signals, showed no signifi-
cant biases in the extracted best fit points.
In order to focus the analysis on the sterile neutrino
parameters, the standard oscillation parameter values were
constrained to externalmeasurements and their uncertainties
taken as systematic uncertainties. The T2K measurement
of νμ disappearance, jΔm232j ¼ ð2.51 0.10Þ × 10−3 eV2
and sin2ðθ23Þ ¼ 0.514 0.055 [15], is used because its
narrow-band beam makes it less sensitive to the sterile
effects being measured in this analysis. The mixing angle
sin2ð2θ13Þ ¼ 0.095 0.01 is taken from the PDG world
average [45], the solar terms are taken from the global fit
performed by the SK solar þ KamLAND analysis,Δm221 ¼
ð7.46 0.19Þ × 10−5 eV2, sin2ðθ12Þ ¼ 0.305 0.021 [3],
and we assume Δm232 > 0 and δcp ¼ 0, though the precise
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value of these choices have negligibly small effects on this
analysis.
A. No-νe analysis
As described in Sec. IVA, the analysis with the no-νe
approximation fits both jUμ4j2 and jUτ4j2. Since it does not
include normal νe matter effects it is systematically biased
towards smaller jUμ4j2 values than the CC matter effect fit.
The fit is performed on a two-dimensional grid of 200
points, 50 points in jUμ4j2 distributed logarithmically
between 10−3 and 10−1 and 40 points in jUτ4j2 distributed
linearly between 0 and 0.4.
The best fit is at jUμ4j2 ¼ 0.012 and jUτ4j2 ¼ 0.021 with
χ2min ¼ 531.1 over 480 bins (goodness-of-fit p ¼ 0.05).
Figure 4 show the zenith angle distributions for the
subsamples most sensitive to the jUτ4j2 parameter and
an example of what a large sterile contribution would look
like. The Δχ2 to the no-sterile prediction is 1.1, consistent
with no sterile neutrinos at the 1σ level with two degrees
of freedom. We limit jUτ4j2 to less than 0.18 at 90% and
less than 0.23 at 99%. These limits are independent of the
new Δm2 above 0.1 eV2 (see Appendix B 3). The contours
in jUτ4j2 vs jUμ4j2 can be seen in Fig. 5. The jUμ4j2 best fit
point and limit are discussed in the next section in the
analysis which focuses on that parameter.
B. Sterile vacuum analysis
The analysis with the sterile vacuum approximation fits
only jUμ4j2, the term which drives fast oscillations, creating
extra disappearance at all energies and zenith angles in all
μ-like samples. The fit is performed on a one-dimensional
grid of 200 points distributed logarithmically between 10−3
and 10−1. The best fit is at jUμ4j2 ¼ 0.016 with χ2min ¼
532.1 over 480 bins (goodness-of-fit p ¼ 0.05). No sterile
oscillations is slightly disfavored by Δχ2 ¼ 1.1.
Figure 6 shows the best fit from this analysis in several
μ-like samples which closely matches the prediction with-
out sterile neutrinos (the ratio is approximately unity across
all bins). In fact, there is no net difference in χ2 between the
best fit point and the prediction without sterile neutrinos
looking just at the difference between the data and the
prediction in each bin. All of the difference in χ2 at the best
fit come from the reduction in the systematic penalty term
from introducing a nonzero jUμ4j2. The dashed line in
Fig. 6 shows the prediction with the best fit sterile
parameter, but without separately minimizing the system-
atic uncertainties. It shows the effect of a nonzero jUμ4j2 in
isolation: it lowers the normalization in the μ-like samples
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FIG. 4 (color online). Zenith angle distributions summed across
SK-I through SK-IVof the PC through-going and UP-μ stopping
subsamples shown for the data (black points with statistical
error bars), the MC prediction without sterile neutrinos (black
solid line), and the MC prediction with a large (approximately 5σ
sensitivity) sterile signal of jUτ4j2 ¼ 0.31. Both MC predictions
are shown after fitting the systematic uncertainties to the data.
These two subsamples are shown because they contain the 10’s of
GeV neutrinos most sensitive to the sterile matter effect. The
prediction with a sterile component shows an up-turn for the most
up-going events which corresponds to the distortion of the
oscillogram shown in Fig. 2(b).
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FIG. 5. The 90% and 99% upper limits on jUτ4j2 vs jUμ4j2 from
the no-νe fit are shown by the solid and dashed lines, respectively.
The best fit point is marked by a black dot. The light gray region
is excluded at 90% and the dark gray region is disallowed by
unitarity.
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by approximately 3%. By introducing this normalization
change with the sterile oscillation parameter, several sys-
tematic error parameters can be moved closer to their
nominal values, reducing the χ2 penalty term. The reduction
is concentrated in three systematic errors: the ðνμþν¯μÞ=
ðνeþν¯eÞ ratio in the atmospheric flux below 1GeVand from
1–10 GeV as well as the charged-current quasielastic
(CCQE) νμ=νe cross-section ratio, summarized in Table III.
All three of these systematic errors relate to the relative
normalization between the μ-like subsamples, which have
sterile oscillations, and the e-like subsamples, which do
not. These two flux systematics specifically affect the low-
energy subsamples and the CCQE interaction mode is
dominant at lower energies, so it affects the same sub-
samples. The flux uncertainty is calculated as part of the
neutrino flux model, which uses direct muon flux mea-
surements plus simulations of hadronic interactions in the
atmosphere constrained by hadron production experiments
[58]. The uncertainty is between 2% and 3% in size at these
energies. The CCQE cross-section uncertainty comes from
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FIG. 6 (color online). Ratios to the MC prediction without
sterile neutrinos, binned in zenith angle and summed across SK-I
through SK-IV, for three μ-like subsamples at low (FC sub-GeV),
medium (FC multi-GeV), and high energies (though-going UP-
μ). The prediction without sterile neutrinos has been fit to the data
using the systematic uncertainties. The black points represent the
data with statistical error bars and the solid red line shows the MC
prediction with the best fit for sterile neutrinos (jUμ4j2 ¼ 0.016),
including the best fit systematic uncertainties. In all the samples it
lines up close to unity, meaning the prediction is nearly identical
to the prediction without sterile neutrinos. The dashed red line
shows the MC prediction with the same sterile component
(jUμ4j2 ¼ 0.016), but now with the same systematic uncertainty
parameters as the denominator, showing the effect of just the
sterile oscillations: the normalization is shifted downward by
approximately 3% in every μ-like sample.
TABLE III. The best fit pull values, shown for both no sterile
neutrinos and the best fit point from the sterile vacuum analysis,
of the systematics which change the most between those two
points. The values at the best sterile fit are all significantly smaller
than the values assuming no sterile neutrinos, reducing the χ2
penalty term.
Systematic uncertainty No steriles (σ) Best fit (σ)
ðνμ þ ν¯μÞ=ðνe þ ν¯eÞ, < 1 GeV −0.49 −0.13
ðνμ þ ν¯μÞ=ðνe þ ν¯eÞ, 1–10 GeV −0.50 −0.09
CCQE νμ=νe 0.36 0.01
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FIG. 7. The 90% and 99% upper limits on jUμ4j2 from the
sterile vacuum fit to Super-K is shown in the solid and dashed and
vertical lines, respectively. The gray filled region is excluded at
90%. This analysis is not sensitive to Δm2, but the experiments
who also measure jUμ4j2 are, so here the one-dimensional Super-
K result is shown in two dimensions. The dotted line is the 90%
limit placed by the joint analysis of MiniBooNE and SciBooNE
[35] and the dot-dashed line is the 90% limit placed by the CCFR
experiment [34].
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the difference between the default model in NEUT [66] and
a local Fermi gas model [67] and is 1% to 1.5% in size.
While the sterile oscillations create effects in basically
every μ-like sample, these low-energy samples are the most
important in this analysis since they have the highest
statistics and thus the smallest statistical uncertainties.
We limit jUμ4j2 to less than 0.041 at 90% and less than
0.054 at 99%. These limits are independent of the newΔm2
above 0.1 eV2 (see Appendix B 3) and can be compared to
other limits on sterile-driven νμ disappearance from short-
baseline experiments in Fig. 7. The limits on this parameter
are dominated by the systematic uncertainties on the low-
energy normalization and the sensitivity improvement with
increased statistics will be relatively small unless better
systematic constraints are included. The expected sensi-
tivity to this parameter is a limit at 0.024 at 90%, somewhat
tighter than the observed limit since it assumes a best fit
with no sterile neutrino component.
VI. EXTENDING THE ANALYSES TO
ADDITIONAL STERILE NEUTRINOS
The oscillation probabilities from Sec. IV, both the no-νe
and sterile vacuum approximations, were developed to
allow extensions to multiple sterile neutrinos.
A. Extending the sterile vacuum analysis
The most straightforward extension is with the sterile
vacuum analysis. Starting again with the oscillation prob-
abilities from Eqs. (4.8)–(4.11), we perform the substitution
~Pαβ → P
ð3Þ
αβ , but leave the probabilities in terms of dμ,
recalling that dμ ¼
P jUμij2 for i ≥ 4:
Pee ¼ Pð3Þee ; ð6:1Þ
Peμ ¼ ð1 − dμÞPð3Þeμ ; ð6:2Þ
Pμe ¼ ð1 − dμÞPð3Þμe ; ð6:3Þ
Pμμ ¼ ð1 − dμÞ2Pð3Þμμ þ
X
i≥4
jUμij4; ð6:4Þ
Pμτ ¼ ð1 − dμÞð1 − Pð3Þμμ Þ; ð6:5Þ
PNCα ¼ Pαe þ Pαμ þ Pατ: ð6:6Þ
In [60], the authors note that these expressions are almost
equivalent to Eqs. (4.26)–(4.29) with jUμ4j2 → dμ, except
for the constant term
P jUμij4 from Eq. (6.4), which does
not equal dμ2 due to potential cross terms. Following their
method, we can write the νμ survival probability as
Pμμ ¼ ð1 − dμÞ2Pð3Þμμ þ d2μð1þ ξ2μÞ=2; ð6:7Þ
where ξμ parametrizes the second order deviation from d2μ
in the constant term introduced by additional sterile
neutrinos. Their studies show the effect of ξμ on the dμ
limit from atmospheric neutrinos in the context of a 5ν
model and show that it has no significant effect on the limit
placed on dμ [68].
The independence from ξμ derives from how the scaling
term ð1 − dμÞ2 and constant term
P jUμij4 affect the
oscillation probability. The primary effect we observe in
atmospheric neutrinos comes from the scaling term which
creates extra disappearance that is independent of baseline
and energy since it scales the entire νμ survival probability.
This effect is visible almost everywhere in the atmospheric
data, except where Pð3Þμμ → 0 (see Fig. 3). The constant term
creates an opposing, but smaller effect which reduces
disappearance but it is usually overwhelmed by the scaling
term. The effect of the constant term can only be seen in the
“valleys” of the oscillation probability where Pð3Þμμ → 0. In
atmospheric neutrinos, the bottoms of these valleys are not
clearly resolved, so this effect is vanishingly small (as
opposed to in long-baseline experiments which precisely
measure the first oscillation minimum). Since the value of
ξμ can be neglected when performing this fit, the oscillation
probabilities in Eqs. (6.1)–(6.6) are in fact equivalent to
those in Eqs. (4.26)–(4.29).
Due to this equivalence, the limit on jUμ4j2 from the
3þ 1 fit shown in Fig. 7 can be taken as the limit on dμ in
general 3þ N models.
B. Extending the no-νe analysis
The results from the no-νe analysis can also be extended,
at least in an approximate way, to theories with additional
sterile neutrinos. Recall that the oscillation probabilities in
Eqs. (4.21)–(4.25) depend on the solutions to the two-level
Hamiltonian,
~H ¼ HSM 
GFNnﬃﬃﬃ
2
p Hs: ð6:8Þ
With additional sterile neutrinos, the dependence can
become quite complicated since there is a sum over
multiple sterile species, α, from Eq. (4.12):
Hs ¼
X
α¼sterile
 j ~Uα2j2 ~Uα2 ~Uα3
~Uα2 ~U

α3 j ~Uα2j2

: ð6:9Þ
In the most general case,Hs depends on 3N free parameters
(two magnitudes and a phase difference for each sterile
species α). However, this matrix is 2 × 2 and Hermitian, so
no matter how many independent terms go into the matrix,
there can only be two free parameters after diagonalization,
an eigenvalue we labeled As and a mixing angle θs.
In Sec. IVA, we rewrote ~H first in terms of a generic
diagonalized Hermitian matrix parametrized by As and θs,
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and then calculated those parameters by explicitly diago-
nalizing Eq. (6.9) with only one sterile neutrino species.
After that, the solutions of ~H depend only on the two free
sterile parameters in the mixing matrix, jUμ4j2 and jUτ4j2,
and thus the oscillation probabilities in Eqs. (4.21)–(4.25)
depend only on those parameters as well.
To constrain models with additional sterile neutrinos, we
perform a fit using the same oscillation probabilities, but
we do not solve explicitly for Eqs. (4.15)–(4.17), meaning
the oscillation probabilities, and hence the χ2 surface
produced by the fit, depend on the two generic parameters,
As and θs, plus dμ on which the oscillation probabilities in
Eqs. (4.21)–(4.25) have an explicit dependence (we have
substituted dμ for jUμ4j2 as described in the previous
section). The values of these parameters can be calculated
easily from the sterile part of the mixing matrix U for any
sterile neutrino theory, and they can then be used to look up
theΔχ2 from this atmospheric fit, allowing constraints to be
put on the parameters in that theory. See the supplemental
material for a table containing the full three-dimensional
delta log likelihood surface [69]. As a demonstration, the
Δχ2 surface for As vs sinð2θsÞ (dμ has been profiled out) is
shown in Fig. 8.
The μ→ τ and hence μ → s probabilities are approx-
imations in this case since they neglect some potential
cross-terms introduced in the sum over α, but the fit is
dominated by the νμ disappearance signal, so this approxi-
mation in the NC and τ oscillation probabilities will have
little effect on the results.
VII. CONCLUSION
The atmospheric neutrino data from all four periods of
Super-Kamiokande have been fit to look for evidence of
oscillations with an additional sterile neutrino. The fit was
performed with two different approximations appropriate
for setting limits on the two newmatrix elements in the 3þ 1
framework to which Super-K is sensitive: jUμ4j2 and jUτ4j2.
No significant evidence for fast oscillations driven by a new
largeΔm2 or of the matter effect associated with oscillations
from νμ to νs are seen. We limit the 3þ 1 parameters jUμ4j2
to less than 0.041 and jUτ4j2 to less than 0.18 at 90%.While
the measurement of jUμ4j2 is limited by systematic uncer-
tainties on the neutrino flux and cross section around 1 GeV,
the constraint on jUτ4j2 can potentially improve with addi-
tional atmospheric data. Assuming only a single sterile
neutrino, these new limits increase the known tension
between νμ disappearance measurements and the hints seen
in the νe appearance and disappearance channels. Since
these limits are independent of the size of the newΔm2, they
exclude some new regions of parameter space at low mass
splittings where beam experiments are not sensitive. They
can also be extended readily to 3þ N models which might
resolve the tensions between the three channels, and the
results are provided in a format to allow tests ofmore general
models in the supplemental materials [69].
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APPENDIX A: RESULTS IN OTHER
PARAMETRIZATIONS
There are several mostly equivalent parametrizations that
can be used for the sterile oscillation parameters in 3þ 1
models. While we have chosen to present our results in
terms of the magnitude of the matrix elements, we present
in Tables IV and V the limits in some other choices of
parameters:
sin2θ24 ¼ jUμ4j2; ðA1Þ
sin2θ34 ¼ jUτ4j2=ð1 − jUμ4j2Þ; ðA2Þ
sin22θμμ ¼ 4jUμ4j2ð1 − jUμ4j2Þ; ðA3Þ
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FIG. 8 (color online). The Δχ2 from the fit to the atmospheric
neutrino data in the no-νe approximation, plotted versus the two
effective parameters, As and sinð2θsÞ, with the third free
parameter, dμ, profiled out.
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jUs4j2 ¼ 1 − jUμ4j2 − jUτ4j2: ðA4Þ
APPENDIX B: ASSUMPTIONS IN THE
OSCILLATION MODEL
A number of assumptions and approximations are made
in order to make the 3þ 1 calculations easier and to allow
those results to be extended to more general 3þ N models.
This Appendix presents the justification for the validity of
three of the major assumptions.
1. No sterile-electron neutrino mixing
Following the method in Appendix C 2 of [60], we can
approximate the primary effect of a nonzero jUe4j2 by
considering only its effect on the νe survival probability
Pee, taken as analogous to Pμμ:
Pee ¼ ð1 − jUe4j2Þ2Pð3Þee þ jUe4j4; ðB1Þ
where Pð3Þee is the standard three-flavor νe survival proba-
bility. When this extra free parameter is introduced, the
limit on jUμ4j2 turns out to be correlated with the limit on
jUe4j2, as shown in the sensitivity contours in Fig. 9. With
jUe4j2 unconstrained, the expected 90% limit on jUμ4j2
becomes 0.067, 180% larger than the 0.024 90% sensitivity
limit with the assumption of jUe4j2 ¼ 0. However, once
constraints from other experiments are introduced the effect
is significantly reduced. The [60] paper introduces a
constraint of jUe4j2 < 0.012 at the 1σ level based on a
value from the Bugey [70] limit around Δm2 ¼ 1 eV2.
Applying this constraint to this analysis leads to a 17%
change in our sensitivity. In the low-Δm2 region, where our
results are most competitive, the change is only 3%, while
at the highest Δm2’s the change can be as large as 30%. If
instead the nonzero hints from global fits are used as
constraints, the change in our limit ranges from 10% to
40%, with the larger effects again occurring at higher Δm2.
A proper accounting of these constraints would require a
global fit to multiple experiments introducing Δm2 and
jUe4j2 as fit parameters, which is beyond the scope of this
analysis; instead we take the approach used in [60] and the
atmospheric section of [29] and assume jUe4j2 ¼ 0.
2. No three-flavor matter effects in the no-νe fit
The main effect of setting θ13 to zero in the no-νe fit,
eliminating multi-GeV νe appearance, was already dis-
cussed in Sec. VA. However, this assumption has a second
effect: it eliminates the distortion in the νμ survival
probability from matter effects in the Earth. These dis-
tortion can be seen in the few-GeV region for the most
upward going events (cos θz≊ − 1) in Fig. 2(a).
Neglecting this matter effect turns out to have little effect
on the jUτ4j2 limit. A sensitivity fit using the no-νe model to
a MC prediction made using the full three-flavor oscillation
probability which includes these distortions finds a best fit
at jUτ4j2 ¼ 0 and jUμ4j2 equal to its minimum value (it is
binned in log scale and so does not go to zero). The three
flavor distortions in the νμ survival probability turn out to
be relatively small (at most a few percent in the PC through-
going and stopping UP-μ samples) and to not affect the
through-going UP-μ samples which are distorted signifi-
cantly by the sterile matter effects.
3. Sterile-induced fast oscillations
This assumption posits that the oscillations driven by
Δm2 are so fast that individual oscillation periods cannot be
resolved in the experiment and that functions of Δm2 can
be replaced with their average values:
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FIG. 9. The 90% sensitivity contour for the sterile vacuum fit
with the effect Pee from Eq. (B1) included. Allowing the freedom
in the electron sample normalization reduces the sensitivity to
jUμ4j2 as can be seen from the bowing outward on the right side
of the contour. Note that on this plot jUμ4j2 is shown in linear
scale so the correlation with jUe4j2 is clear.
TABLE IV. 90% C.L.’s from the sterile vacuum fit.
jUμ4j2 sin2 θ24 θ24 sin2 2θμμ
0.041 0.041 7.7° 0.071
TABLE V. 90% C.L.’s from the no-νe fit. The profiled value of
jUμ4j2 ¼ 0.010 for this point.
jUτ4j2 jUs4j2 sin2 θ34 θ34
0.18 0.81 0.18 25°
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sin

Δm2L
4E

→ hsini ¼ 0; ðB2Þ
sin2

Δm2L
4E

→ hsin2i ¼ 1
2
: ðB3Þ
However, since the phase in these terms depends on L and
E as well as Δm2, the ranges over which they are valid
could vary for the different samples used in the analysis.
For a sufficiently small Δm2, this fast oscillation
assumption will break down, and the higher the energy
and shorter the path length, the larger of a value ofΔm2 that
is invalid. We can estimate this lower limit by calculating
the value of sin2ðΔm2L=4EÞ for many MC events in the
various SK samples (FC sub- and multi-GeV, PC, and UP-
μ) at a range of possible values of Δm2. The average is then
calculated from the event-by-event values at each Δm2 and
the point where the actual average deviates significantly
from one half can be found. These averages vs Δm2 for the
four samples can be seen in Fig. 10.
Setting a threshold of 5% error on the value of hsin2i,
we find that the fast oscillation sample is valid until
approximately 10−1 in all four samples. The highest
limit is 0.13 in the PC sample where there are both high
energies and the very short track lengths from down-going
events.
Meeting this assumption only sets the bottom of the
valid Δm2 range. The upper limit on the mass for
which the limits are valid is set by the requirement that
the mass splitting is sufficiently small that the neu-
trinos remain coherent. A sufficiently heavy neutrino,
approximately 1 keV or so, will separate from the
other light neutrinos and thus not be able to participate
in oscillations.
APPENDIX C: ZENITH ANGLE AND
MOMENTUM DISTRIBUTION
Below are shown the zenith angle or energy distribu-
tions, summed across SK-I through SK-IV, for all the
samples in the analysis. Figure 11 shows the μ-like FC, PC,
and UP-μ subsamples while Fig. 12 shows the e-like and
NCπ0-like samples. For subsamples binned in both zenith
angle and energy, the projection into only zenith angle is
shown. The plots show the data represented by points with
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FIG. 10 (color online). The average of sin2ðΔm2L=4EÞ calculated event-by-event for a range of values of Δm2 in four SK samples:
(a) FC sub-GeV, (b) FC multi-GeV, (c) PC, and (d) UP-μ. When the event-by-event average deviates significantly (here defined as 5%)
from hsin2i ¼ 0.5, the “fast-oscillation” assumption is no longer valid.
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FIG. 11 (color online). Distributions of zenith angle or energy, summed across SK-I through SK-IV, for the μ-like FC, PC, and
UP-μ subsamples. They are projected into zenith angle when binned in both angle and energy and the sub-GeV 2 decay-e sample is
binned only in momentum. The black points represent the data with statistical error bars, while the solid blue line represents the no-
νe best fit, the dashed red line represents the sterile vacuum best fit, and the solid black line represents the MC prediction without
sterile neutrinos.
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statistical error bars as well as the best fits from the two
analyses (no-νe as solid blue and sterile vacuum as dashed
red) as well as the MC prediction without sterile neutrinos
(represented by a black line), with systematic uncertainties
still fit to the data.
The best fits generally agree quite well with the pre-
diction without sterile neutrinos, though both fits favor a
nonzero sterile oscillation component because it allows for
some systematic uncertainties to fit closer to their nominal
values, as discussed in Sec. IV B.
APPENDIX D: SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES
Tables VI–VIII summarize the best fit systematic error
parameters for the best fit point from the sterile vacuum
analysis. The pull values for any given systematic error are
expected to be normally distributed across many experi-
ments. For this particular data set, the pull values approx-
imately follow a Gaussian distribution, though with a width
narrower than one due to the interaction between the low-
energy normalization uncertainties and the sterile param-
eter jUμ4j2 described in Sec. V B.
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FIG. 12 (color online). Distributions of zenith angle or energy, summed across SK-I through SK-IV, of the e- and NCπ0-like FC
subsamples. They are projected into zenith angle when binned in both. In the fits for sterile neutrinos, these samples serve primarily to
control the normalization of the atmospheric neutrino flux. As in Fig. 11, the black points represent the data with statistical error bars,
while the solid blue line represents the no-νe best fit, the dashed red line represents the sterile vacuum best fit, and the solid black line
represents the MC prediction without sterile neutrinos. The small deviation of the no-νe best fit in the multi-GeV and multiring e-like
samples is from setting θ13 to zero.
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TABLE VI. Flux-related systematic errors that are common to all SK run periods. The flux uncertainties come from the Honda flux
calculation [58] and are themselves based on the external data sets used as inputs to the calculation. The second column shows the best
fit value of the systematic error parameter, ϵj, in percent and the third column shows the estimated 1-σ error size in percent.
Systematic error Fit value (%) σ (%)
Flux normalization Eν < 1 GeV
a 21 25
Eν > 1 GeV
b 1.7 15
ðνμ þ ν¯μÞ=ðνe þ ν¯eÞ Eν < 1 GeV −0.25 2
1 < Eν < 10 GeV −0.26 3
Eν > 10 GeV
c 6.7 5
ν¯e=νe Eν < 1 GeV 2.5 5
1 < Eν < 10 GeV 2.6 5
Eν > 10 GeV
d 2.6 8
ν¯μ=νμ Eν < 1 GeV 0.021 2
1 < Eν < 10 GeV 1.9 6
Eν > 10 GeV
e 4.2 15
Up/down ratio < 400 MeV e-like −0.0037 0.1
μ-like −0.011 0.3
0-decay μ-like −0.041 1.1
> 400 MeV e-like −0.029 0.8
μ-like −0.018 0.5
0-decay μ-like −0.063 1.7
Multi-GeV e-like −0.026 0.7
μ-like −0.0074 0.2
Multi-ring sub-GeV e-like −0.015 0.4
μ-like −0.0074 0.2
Multi-ring multi-GeV e-like −0.011 0.3
μ-like −0.0074 0.2
PC −0.0074 0.2
Horizontal/vertical ratio < 400 MeV e-like 0.011 0.1
μ-like 0.011 0.1
0-decay μ-like 0.033 0.3
> 400 MeV e-like 0.15 1.4
μ-like 0.21 1.9
0-decay μ-like 0.15 1.4
Multi-GeV e-like 0.35 3.2
μ-like 0.25 2.3
Multi-ring sub-GeV e-like 0.15 1.4
μ-like 0.14 1.3
Multi-ring multi-GeV e-like 0.31 2.8
μ-like 0.17 1.5
PC 0.19 1.7
K=π ratio in flux calculationf 1.3 10
Neutrino path length 0.094 10
Sample-by-sample FC multi-GeV −5.8 5
PCþ stopping UP-μ 0.79 5
Matter effects 1.8 6.8
aUncertainty decreases linearly with logEν from 25% (0.1 GeV) to 7% (1 GeV).
bUncertainty is 7% up to 10 GeV, linearly increases with logEν from 7% (10 GeV) to 12% (100 GeV) and then to 20% (1 TeV).cUncertainty linearly increases with logEν from 5% (30 GeV) to 30% (1 TeV).
dUncertainty linearly increases with logEν from 8% (100 GeV) to 20% (1 TeV).
eUncertainty linearly increases with logEν from 6% (50 GeV) to 40% (1 TeV).
fUncertainty increases linearly from 5% to 20% between 100 GeV and 1 TeV.
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TABLE VII. Neutrino interaction, particle production, and PMNS oscillation parameter systematic errors that are common to all SK
run periods. These uncertainties come primarily from comparisons between different cross section models and external neutrino
interaction measurements. The neutrino oscillation parameter errors come from the cited measurements. The second column shows the
best fit value of the systematic error parameter, ϵj, in percent and the third column shows the estimated 1-σ error size in percent.
Systematic error Fit value (%) σ (%)
MA in QE and single π −6.4 10
CCQE cross sectiona 1.8 10
CCQE ν¯=ν ratioa 18 10
CCQE μ=e ratioa 0.12 10
Single meson production cross section 14 20
DIS cross section 2.2 5
DIS model comparisonsb −1.5 10
DIS Q2 distribution (high W)c 0.003 10
DIS Q2 distribution (low W)c −3.1 10
Coherent π production 1.8 100
NC=CC 9.8 20
ντ cross section −4.6 25
Single π production, π0=π −35 40
Single π production, ν¯i=νi (i ¼ e, μ)d −11 10
NC fraction from hadron simulation −3 10
πþ decay uncertainty sub-GeV 1-ring e-like 0-decay −0.48 0.6
μ-like 0-decay −0.64 0.8
e-like 1-decay 3.3 4.1
μ-like 1-decay 0.71 0.9
μ-like 2-decay 4.5 5.7
Δm232 [15] 2 3.98
sin2ðθ23Þ [15] 2.8 10.9
Δm221 [3] 0.079 2.55
sin2ðθ12Þ [3] 0.42 6.89
sin2ð2θ13Þ [45] −0.55 10.5
aDifference from the Nieves [67] model is set to 1.0.
bDifference from CKMT [71] parametrization is set to 1.0.
cDifference from GRV98 [72] is set to 1.0.
dDifference from the Hernandez [73] model is set to 1.0.
TABLE VIII. Systematic errors that are independent in SK-I, SK-II, SK-III, and SK-IV. The detector uncertainties are determined
using control samples like cosmic ray muons and 2-ring π0’s, and simulation studies. Columns labeled “fit” show the best fit value of the
systematic error parameter, ϵj, in percent and columns labeled σ shows the estimated 1-σ error size in percent.
SK-I SK-II SK-III SK-IV
Systematic error Fit value σ Fit value σ Fit value σ Fit value σ
FC reduction 0.006 0.2 0.007 0.2 0.038 0.8 0.030 0.3
PC reduction −0.99 2.4 −3.47 4.8 −0.041 0.5 −0.24 1
FC/PC separation −0.027 0.6 0.081 0.5 0.003 0.9 0.0001 0.02
PC stopping/through-going separation (bottom) −22.4 23 0.2 13 −0.2 12 −1.06 6.8
PC stopping/through-going separation (barrel) 1.88 7 −5.54 9.4 −9.0 29 −0.65 8.5
PC stopping/through-going separation (top) 8.3 46 −3.3 19 16.0 87 −3.3 40
Non-ν background Sub-GeV μ-like 0.009 0.1 0.009 0.1 −0.009 0.1 −0.026 0.1
Multi-GeV μ-like 0.036 0.4 0.009 0.1 −0.009 0.1 −0.026 0.1
Sub-GeV 1-ring 0-decay μ-like 0.009 0.1 0.009 0.1 −0.018 0.2 −0.211 0.8
PC 0.018 0.2 0.062 0.7 −0.16 1.8 −0.129 0.49
Sub-GeV e-like 0.016 0.5 0.003 0.2 −0.003 0.1 −0.000 0.1
Multi-GeV e-like 0.003 0.1 0.002 0.1 −0.013 0.4 −0.000 0.1
Multi-GeV 1-ring e-like 3.3 13 −15.0 38 5.1 27 1.1 18
Multi-GeV multiring e-like 1.1 12 2.5 11 −6.1 11 3.1 12
Fiducial volume −0.04 2 0.08 2 −0.42 2 0.40 2
(Table continued)
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SK-I SK-II SK-III SK-IV
Systematic error Fit value σ Fit value σ Fit value σ Fit value σ
Ring separation < 400 MeV e-like 1.07 2.3 −1.09 1.3 0.79 2.3 0.05 1.6
μ-like 0.324 0.7 −1.93 2.3 1.03 3 0.09 3
> 400 MeV e-like 0.185 0.4 −1.43 1.7 0.44 1.3 −0.03 1
μ-like 0.324 0.7 −0.588 0.7 0.205 0.6 −0.018 0.6
Multi-GeV e-like 1.71 3.7 −2.18 2.6 0.44 1.3 −0.03 1
μ-like 0.79 1.7 −1.43 1.7 0.34 1 0.04 1.2
Multiring Sub-GeV e-like −1.62 3.5 3.19 3.8 0.44 1.3 0.06 1.9
μ-like −2.08 4.5 6.88 8.2 −0.89 2.6 0.07 2.3
Multiring multi-GeV e-like −1.44 3.1 1.59 1.9 −0.38 1.1 0.027 0.9
μ-like −1.90 4.1 0.671 0.8 −0.72 2.1 −0.07 2.4
Particle identification (1 ring) Sub-GeV e-like 0.016 0.23 0.099 0.66 0.023 0.26 −0.025 0.28
μ-like −0.013 0.18 −0.075 0.5 −0.016 0.19 0.020 0.22
Multi-GeV e-like 0.013 0.19 0.036 0.24 0.027 0.31 −0.031 0.35
μ-like −0.013 0.19 −0.039 0.26 −0.026 0.3 0.031 0.35
Particle identification (multiring) Sub-GeV e-like −0.31 3.1 −3.39 6 5.09 9.5 2.15 4.2
μ-like 0.066 0.66 1.45 2.5 −2.79 5.2 −0.80 1.6
Multi-GeV e-like 0.64 6.5 5.54 9.7 −2.63 4.9 1.71 3.3
μ-like −0.29 2.9 −2.24 3.9 1.43 2.7 −0.80 1.6
Energy calibration 0.00 1.1 −0.20 1.7 0.65 2.7 −0.36 2.3
Up/down asymmetry energy calibration 0.293 0.6 −0.070 0.6 0.36 1.3 −0.109 0.3
UP-μ reduction Stopping −0.185 0.7 −0.131 0.7 0.111 0.7 0.126 0.5
Through-going −0.132 0.5 −0.094 0.5 0.080 0.5 0.075 0.3
UP-μ stopping/through-going separation 0.007 0.4 0.016 0.6 0.034 0.4 −0.109 0.6
Energy cut for stopping UP-μ 0.085 0.9 0.11 1.3 0.87 2 0.01 1.7
Path length cut for through-going UP-μ 0.86 1.5 1.50 2.3 −0.12 2.8 −1.87 1.5
Through-going UP-μ showering separation 3.59 3.4 −2.84 4.4 2.35 2.4 −4.88 3
Background subtraction for UP-μ Stoppinga 10.2 16 −4.0 21 −2.2 20 −6.7 17
Nonshoweringa −4.0 18 0.8 14 0.6 24 1.8 17
Showeringa −7.5 18 −12.9 14 2.6 24 9.6 24
νe=ν¯e separation −2.67 7.2 0.08 7.9 −9.19 7.7 −4.07 6.8
Sub-GeV 1-ring π0 selection 100 < Pe < 250 MeV=c 3.47 9 2.9 10 2.23 6.3 1.92 4.6
250 < Pe < 400 MeV=c 3.55 9.2 4.1 14 1.73 4.9 1.25 3
400 < Pe < 630 MeV=c 6.1 16 3.3 11 8.4 24 5.6 13
630 < Pe < 1000 MeV=c 5.2 14 4.8 16 2.90 8.2 7.0 17
1000 < Pe < 1330 MeV=c 4.5 12 2.87 9.8 3.9 11 9.9 24
Sub-GeV 2-ring π0 0.31 5.6 −2.42 4.4 −1.17 5.9 1.78 5.6
Decay-e tagging −5.5 10 −2.7 10 1.5 10 1.1 10
Solar activity 0.1 20 17.2 50 2.0 20 0.3 10
aThe uncertainties in BG subtraction for upward-going muons are only for the most horizontal bin, −0.1 < cos θ < 0.
TABLE VIII. (Continued)
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